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Mashup Service Implementation on Multi-cloud Environment Using Map Reduction
Approach

ABSTRACT: Developing a mashup service is possible with integrating different functionalities and their data from different
clouds. For example, one of the popular website twazzup.com contains some features from different sources like tweets from
Twitter, images taken from Flicker, and new updates based on search terms we entered. Here we discussed advantage of using
Enhanced Map reduced service in Multi-cloud Mashup service. We compare three popular MapReduced Skyline algorithms-
MR-Angle[19], MR-Bitmap[37], MR-GPMRS[24] with the evaluated results taken from different sources. In this paper we
tried to select best MapReduced skyline algorithm suitable for implementation of parallel processing to improving Mashup
Services.
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1. Introduction

Now a day’s customer requirements are increasing rapidly, to cope up with this demand we required multi-cloud mashup services.
By introducing service oriented architecture, introduction to web 2.0, and bigdata improved management [3, 20, and 28] demand
for cloud mashup increased rapidly. In inter-cloud mashup services uses large data sets. In inter cloud mashup service selection
of component service is difficult and it can be consider as NP-hard problem [1, 7].

To support Multi-Cloud Mashup services  we can use MapReduce paradigm[11,13, 25, 36] and skyline operators[2, 4, 17, 21, 22].
Previous researches shows that the above two powerful tools enhance service oriented composition inner process for gaining
High-Quality-of-service (HQoS) [5, 9, 23].

Our aim is to improving use of big data analytics by upgrading with cloud mashup services [16, 20]. Skyline helps to utilize
qualified Web-services in a multilevel decision environment [14, 29, 32, and 33]. To improve quality of web services using
improved Map-Reduce skyline query. We have to take care of two more things while solving problems here, they are
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1. How to handle when skyline search space increases exponentially.

2. Providing High Quality of Services in cloud mashup services

In this paper we are concentrated, how to improve the skyline selection process, for that we adopted distribute parallelism in
skyline selection.  MapReduce is adopted to implement parallelism for this selection in mashup cloud platform.

We adopted some represent skyline services [30] to achieve QoS-assured services and to shorten the mashup process. Here our
research is shown in following points:

1. Here we compared grid-portioning, angular-portioning and algorithm based on block-elimination and evaluated their advan-
tages and disadvantages.

2. The partitioning based on block elimination [26] is updated to enhance the process of MapReduce [18].

3. Hadoop experiments are done to validate the mashup composition scheme. The Quality- of-Web Services (QoWS) points
[14,15,34] are used to reporting results.

This paper contains details about our work mentioned in different sections (i.e. 2,3,4,5). The second section contains about
cloud-mashup formation. Section three contains related work. Here in section four we consider the best three MapReduced
skyline query processing method for Mashup composition. Section five contains Performance comparison for the three
MapReduced skyline algorithms along with analysis.

At the last we summarized our work with remarks and given suggestions for future research direction.

2. About Cloud-Mashup Services

When two or more cloud services are combined to form a new service then that service is called as cloud-mashup. In this data
and functionality required for web page is taken from different sources [3]. Expanding the cloud computing with other Internet
applications or web services is the motivation of providing agility and scalability for composite cloud. The design motivation for
integrated services is combining of different cloud services provided by different social networks and mobile platforms. One of
the best cloud-mashup example is to combine and using Amazon AWS, Twitter, Drop Box and Google-services. Building Cloud-
mashup is by choosing specific application program interface and data types.

To explain cloud-mashup we consider one example “Online Tour planner” it shows complex services involved. Here Six cloud-
services are mapped with five task in fig.1.

When customer request for optimistic tour plan and our Task-one is to receive the request and identify the starting preferences.
Then Task-two, Task-three and Task-four performing selecting best suitable transport services (it may be road, rail, bus, air
service), suitable hotels and create a map for the trip. Fifth task integrate and analyze optimistic tour pack from the given data
space.

Here different services are provided by different clouds. Here task one and five interact directly with customer. Remaining
services are handle by different web sites using clouds. In this case the five cloud services together give-up mashup with
combining their services. This workflow is connected by Direct Acyclic Graph shown in fig.1. Here to give customer optimistic
tour package, the complexes services is changed to the cloud mashup.

Each task is handled by one or more cloud-based platforms. Various cloud functions supported large service space considered
to select every candidate service. For example considered tourism service and deployed with cloud having faster response time
and satisfactory matching result with high cost.  Customers with more specifications need to choose different services by
considering total weighting time and cost involved.

In real life applications available cloud service pool is very large. Waiting list would be long when same cloud service provider
selected by multiple customers. Then it is difficult to predict waiting time and cost. So QoS is required to select a compound
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workflow of the cloud-service.

3. Related Work

3.1 Skyline Computation Process for Cloud-Mashup Service
The fast and optimized skyline query processing in inter-cloud applications can improve quality of composite web services. The
following Figure 2.shows our work as three parts:

1. Skyline-Selection process

2. Pruning skyline

3. Service-Composition process.

We selected block elimination partitioning data space for skyline service. . The skyline produces large number of candidate
services. Pruning Skyline method can be used to discover the best choice in skyline sub space, to accelerated subsequent QoS.
Here we are trying to build composite cloud service with three components.

To reduce composite time in various skyline sectors, selection can be done through reduce redundancy.

Based on the specifications given by QoS and QoE mashup service bundle is given here. We will discuss these things in section
4.

2.2 Our Approach
Benatallah et al. in [3] provided thought of good cloud Mashup. There is one problem in cloud services, namely: select service
from large pool.

Some of well-known skyline algorithms are MR-Angle, MR-Bitmap, MR-GPMRS. Here we incorporate MapReduced paradigm in
skyline to introduce distributed parallelism. Zhang, given good MapReduced methods in skyline [36].

Figure 1. Tourist planner workflow on mashup with cloud-services
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We made the following improvements:

(1) To shorten the Reduced time, we significantly merged the grid-based strategy

(2) In MR-angular we reduced 25% unnecessary domination tests.

Experimental results prove our claims.  Here we combine Skyline, Mapreduce [2, 17] are shown in figure 2.Here Our work is to
compare three Mapreduce skyline methods and make a decision which method is suits best for Mashup service cloud.

4. MapReduced Skyline Algorithm And Their Role in Service Discovery

4.1 Using MapReduce for Skyline Service Discovery
The idea is adding process between Map and Reduce, this one upgrade computing process capability along with improving
performance in large-scale Skyline query processing. Here the approach is block-elimination method.

Mapping and Reducing process is shown in Fig.3 as three steps.

(1) The Mapping Process: In this main server based on QoS partitioning Server data points in to multiple blocks. For parallel
processing data-blocks it will be send to slave servers.

(2) Computing Local-Skyline. Here slave servers generate local syline.

The Reduce Process: Here all the lacal skylines are integrated to generate global skylines. In Map Stage to implement parallelism
will improve efficiency MapReduce Skyline process based on QoS.

Figure 3. Method for selecting Services using MapReduce

Figure 2. Skyline composition process Model
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The Efficiency of the Map is based on Data space partitioning. The aim is to avoid repetition, fit into memory through achieving
load balancing. Dynamically New services are added when old services are dropped.

When number of candidate services becomes large then services then it become expensive. To overcome this, we introduced local
skyline computation before the process of Reduce at step2. In step3 local skyline services are delivered to reduce. Processing
large number of services is reduced in Reduce stage.

First service is data space is partitioned into groups and added it to the local skyline-computation. Next in second reduced stage
compute Global skyline by integrating local skyline.

In previous works [8, 27], we have QoS problem, to solve it we adopted skyline method.

4.2 Popular MapReduce Skyline Methods
Below we have discussed about MR-Angle, MR-Bitmap, MR-GPMRS. Here MR stands for MapReduce.

1. MR-Angle. In this, angle based data space partitioning approach is employed.[24]

2. MR-Bitmap. In this, whole dataset forms the bit structure by mapped every point [6].

3. MR-GPMRS. MapReduce Grid Partitioning based Multiple Reducer Skyline Computation (MR-GPMRS) further divides local
skylines and distributes them to multiple reducers that compute the global skyline in an independent and parallel manner [19].

Here different MapReduced skyline algorithms compared for best suitable in Multi-cloud Mashup services to apply distributed
parallelism. To evaluate and compare the performance of three MapReduce based skyline service.

1. MR-Angle[10]
The MR-angular partitioning [24] is built on VDK method, which is developed by Vlachou, Doulkeridis and Kotidis (2008) . To
make this method faster and space-efficient we modified in two levels: First Level, we made the given space into partitions using
equal volume partitioning. In Second level, we are not transformed the reduce part into spherical data space.

This method contains major steps:
1. Transform the Cartesian coordinate (x1,… , xN) into the local data space.

2. Based on angular coordinates [31], the data space is portioning into M sectors.

[ϕ1
i, .... ϕ iD - 1]

Partitioning the data space into sectors by differentiating sectors with angles in the range [0, Π/8), [Π/8, Π/4), [Π/4, 3Π/8) and
[3Π/8, Π/2) in a 2-dimensional.

To deliver the services s to corresponding slave server, we will check the service point s belonging to the range [tanϕ11 ,… , tanϕ
D - 1] and identify the sectors. For mapping process hyper spherical coordinates are used. The local skyline used Cartesian
coordinate.

2. MR-Bitmap[37]
In Bitmap [6], Bitmap structure forms with whole collection of dataset, each dataset is a mapping of every point. Here  data records
in all dimensions, ignoring their magnitude is consider as bitmap structures. Here lightweight weight bitwise comparison is
performed

Here each record compared with other records for examining the records. It is possible to implement progressive skyline with
bitmap. When a point is recognized as member of skyline it return to the user. Bitmap Spatial cost is very high. The size of Bitmap
structure is Sb = N × Σd

i  = 0 Ki (bit), let ki  be the number of distinct values. If Ki = N(N is size of dataset) and worst case dimension
i, then dN2 is the space cost. To avoid frequent memory access for I/O always structure must be kept in memory.
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The MR-Bitmap performs two levels. First level we built bitmap structure, in second level, based on bitmap structure we have to
examine each point. For example Rn is the number. Each reducer needs to read bitmap into memory. When Rn is it too large, then
there is chance of degrading performance. On the other side Degree of parallelism is also too low for Rn is too small. In practice
there is Rn is set to the number of cluster nodes. Checking whether the slice in memory or not based on accessing bit-slices. The
reason to store bitmap in a column manner not to read from disk.

3. MR-GPMRS[19]
This is Grid partitioning based Multiple-Reducer Skyline computation algorithm. This partition scheme allows for identifying
independent groups. To obtain the skyline sets these sets can be processed independently.  The MR-GPMRS algorithm takes a
subset Ri f R and the global bit string BSR as input, and process each tuple t in Ri. First it finds the partition pj that contains t. Tuple
t is further processed by pj‘s corresponding bit in the bit string is 1. Pj corresponding local skyline SPJ is either initialized as {t}
or updated with respect to t. The updation is done like BNL algorithm. Here t is added to local skyline if t is not dominated by
current local skyline tuples that turn out to be dominated by t.

After processed all tuples in Ri, variable S contains a series of local skylines (Sps) each of which corresponds to an unpruned
partition p that contains tuple(s) in Ri. After that, the bitstring BSR is used to generate the independent groups. Independent
group across mappers would cause wrong skyline results on reducers. The given algorithm distributes the local skylines to
corresponding reducers according to the independent groups. Algorithm sends independent groups to reducers in a round-robin
way.

The Reduce step MR-GPMRS receives the local skylines S1, S2, …, Sm from all mappers and merge them into the correct global
skyline. This reducer organizes local skylines with respect to a partitions in set P. The workload of singe reducer is distributed to
multiple reducers independently. This independency and parallelism significantly improves the overall skyline computation
efficiency.

Here three different MapReduced skyline algorithms compared for best suitable in Multi-cloud Mashup services. The Evaluation
process results are taken from different research sources [19], [37], [24]. After Comparing above three methods with graph, it is
understood that MRGPMRS is best suitable for Multi-cloud Mashup services to apply distributed parallelism.

5. Performance Comparison With Respect to Dimensionality

We first interpret the effect of data dimensionality on the MapReduce skyline algorithms. For either data distribution, we use one
cardinality (1x105), and change the Dimensionality from 2 to 10. The figure 4 shows the results of runtime of all algorithms 4.a and
4. b for independent and anti-correlated distributions respectively.

(a) Runtime of Independent Dataset
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(b) Runtime of Anti-related dataset

Figure 4. Performance of MR-Angle[10], MR-Bitmap[37] and MR-GPMRS[17] based on different datasets

For independent data distribution, MR-Angle performs the best according to the results shown in Figure 4.a When the dimen-
sionality is low (from 2 to 5), MR-Angle performs slightly high compare to alternatives, as shown in Figure 4(a). When the
dimensionality increases, MR-GPMRS performs very steadily, whereas MR-Angle as increased highly. In particular, comparing
the dimensionality is from 8 to 10, MR-GPMRS and MR-Angle perform comparably and both are significantly same. Finally MR-
GPMRS runtime is in between MR-Bitmap and MR-Angle.

For Anti-related data distribution, MR-Angle and MR-GPMRS performs well between the Dimensionality from 2 to 5. After the
Dimensionality 5 MR-Angle Runtime is increased drastically, but MR-Bitmap shown slow and study increment in runtime. When
we discuss about MR-GPMRS shows study increment in runtime when Dimensions increased.

So our observation is Figure 4 (a) shows MR-Angle is best in performance and Figure 4 (b) shows MR-Bitmap is best in
performance. Any one of these two shown best performance in both datasets, but when we saw MR-GPMRS shows average
runtime in both datasets. Not only that MR-GPMRS avoid the bottleneck by utilizing the bitstring to partition the final skyline
computation among multiple reducers.

This work studies how to make good use of the parallelism of MapReduce for skyline computation, whereas the local skyline
computation on a single node is not the research focus. It is still interesting to optimize the local skyline computations and explore
how such optimizations would affect the overall performance in the context of MapReduce.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we tried to derive best suitable MapReduced skyline algorithm for Multi-cloud mashup services. For this we have
taken three best known MapReduced skyline algorithms: MR-Angle, MR-Bitmap, MR-GPMRS. Here we have taken resultant
values for these algorithm from different sources[10][17][37] and later compared by plotting graph. This comparison done on
Independent and Anticorrelated dataset, based on dimensions and processing time. Finally it is proven that MR-GPMRS is best
suitable for implementation of MapReduced skyline computation in multi-cloud mashup services. Scope of this paper is to test
and prove this proposal with real time dataset.
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